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Inverse problems are applied to determine unknown properties by matching observational data with

a physical model that often takes many parameters as input. To overcome the underconstrained

nature of inverse problems and achieve good performance, an approach is presented involving reg-

ularization with a technique known as a variational autoencoder (VAE), which is trained to map a

high-dimensional parameter space with a complex structure to a low-dimensional latent space with

a simple structure. We apply this approach to unconditioned realizations of the parameters (hetero-

geneous hydraulic fields) for a hydrogeological inverse problem. Two types of hydraulic conductivity

fields are used to evaluate the characterization for the different levels of heterogeneity complexity of

the physical inputs. This approach keeps the computational cost of generating the training data low.

The reason is unconditioned realizations neither rely on the observational data used to perform the

inverse analysis nor require any groundwater flow model forward runs. In addition, this approach

applies regularization on a low-dimensional latent space from the VAE and increases optimization

efficiency through automatic differentiation. Furthermore, two different neural network (NN) struc-

tures are tested for their utility in using the VAE for inverse analysis. The performance of a deep,

convolutional neural network strongly depends on the dimensionality of the latent space, which

requires tuning. In contrast, a shallow, dense neural network provides consistently accurate char-

acterization without tuning. Our approach evaluates the advantages of the shallow, dense neural

network over the deep, convolutional one and enables future application to a wide range of inverse

problems.

KEY WORDS: regularization, variational autoencoder, inverse analysis, machine learn-
ing, hydrogeology

1. INTRODUCTION

Characterization of reservoir properties, e.g., hydraulic conductivity, is of essential importance
in hydrogeology, such as groundwater resources managementand subsurface contaminant
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remediation. Moreover, spatial heterogeneities of reservoir properties are present from pore to
reservoir scale, and understanding the heterogeneity effects on fluid flow is critical (Doughty
and Pruess, 2004; Jayne et al., 2019). Inverse analysis aimsat determining unknown parameters
(heterogeneous) by matching observational data with predictions from a forward model calcu-
lation that takes the parameters as input (Linde et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2014). For example,
our study focuses on estimating an aquifer’s spatially heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity pa-
rameters based on observational hydraulic heads at a sparsecollection of points within the flow
domain. However, inverse problems are often inherently difficult and computationally expensive
(Carrera et al., 2005). In addition, another challenge of inverse problems is the feature of be-
ing underconstrained or ill-posed, which results in many viable solutions (Zagst and Pöschik,
2008). There are many feasible methods for inverse problems, such as the traditional geosta-
tistical approach (Kitanidis and Lee, 2014; Lee and Kitanidis, 2014) and more recent machine
learning (ML) inverse techniques (Sinha et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2019). In this study, we are con-
tributing the recently-developed VAE-based inverse methods (Laloy et al., 2017; Lopez-Alvis
et al., 2021), which combine some of the strengths of the traditional approaches and the ML
approaches.

Different inverse analyses have specific advantages and drawbacks. The stochastic geostatis-
tical inversion approach has been widely applied to estimate unknown parameters (Tartakovsky
et al., 2021), and naming one of the recent developed for hydrogeology is the principal compo-
nent geostatistical approach (PCGA). PCGA processes the inverse analysis through the principal
components of the covariance matrix, which overcomes the challenge of high computational cost
for large-scale systems (Kitanidis and Lee, 2014; Lee and Kitanidis, 2014) by reducing the di-
mension parameter space. Even with the low computational cost improvement of PCGA, it can
struggle with highly complicated subsurface structures. Recent advances in ML provide an op-
portunity to conduct inverse analysis in the geological area (Barajas-Solano and Tartakovsky,
2019; Kadeethum et al., 2021) without using a physics model after the initial training. This
technique can produce excellent results but comes with a steep up-front cost to generate the
training data. Often, the cost of generating the training data is greater than performing the in-
verse analysis, which can be self-defeating. The underlying limitation of these approaches is
that each training data point needs to run through the forward model. Meanwhile, these methods
are sometimes seen as being untrustworty since no physical model calibration is involved. The
works of He et al. (2020), Tartakovsky et al. (2020), Geneva and Zabaras (2020), and Zhu et al.
(2019) have testified to the physical calibration effect during inverse analysis, which improves
the final modeling results. More importantly, the model’s success depends on the appropriate
selection of ML structures. The “black box” has been used to describe this process based on
the uncertainty of the results from different structures (McGovern et al., 2019). To overcome
the challenges discussed above, we propose an approach to regularization and optimization by
utilizing a variational autoencoder (VAE). This approach combines some of the strengths of tra-
ditional inverse methods like the geostatistical approachwith more recent ML-based techniques.
It has a low up-front cost (similar to methods like PCGA) but can accurately recreate complex
subsurface structures (similar to ML methods with a high up-front cost).

A VAE is a machine learning methodology that transforms a high-dimensional object into
a set of low-dimensional latent variables with a simple structure and back again. “Encoding”
characterizes the mapping process from the high-dimensional object to the latent variables, and
oppositely, “decoding” depicts the mapping from latent variables back to the high-dimensional
object (Mo et al., 2019). The encoding and decoding processes are ideally the inverses of one
another (i.e., the output of the VAE is the same as the input).After VAE training, the latent
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variables create an approximately normally distributed latent parameter space that conforms to
the existing conceptual model, as exemplified by the training data. A benefit of VAE training is
that during optimization, the predicted parameters which need to fit the observational data can
be performed in a lower-dimensional space for computational efficiency increase.

Regularization is a technique that enhances the performance of inverse problems by adding
a term to the objective function, where a small objective function value is indicative of good
performance. Specifically, regularization seeks to imposeadditional desired features on the so-
lution, such as smoothness, to incorporate prior information (i.e., different from the observations
that will be used in the inverse analysis). In the hydrogeologic context that we consider, reg-
ularization often smooths out these fields by encouraging the fields’ gradient to be small for
the heterogeneous fields to be parameterized (Bredies et al., 2010; Rudin et al., 1992). Another
commonly used regularization technique is Tikhonov regularization (Franklin, 1974; Tikhonov,
1963).

Our method aims to achieve an easy and fast inverse analysis for complex heterogeneous
hydrogeologic reservoir properties and provide highly accurate inverse results. Specifically, our
method employs the combined application of VAE, regularization, and automatic differentiation.
For VAE training, there are far fewer latent variables than input variables for training and this
feature is identified as dimensionality reduction (Laloy etal., 2017). Dimensionality reduction
reduces the computational cost when fast gradients are unavailable through automatic differen-
tiation or adjoint methods. Furthermore, the VAE training requires no forward model for dataset
generation. An additional benefit of our approach is the application of regularization, which en-
courages the inverse result to conform to prior knowledge (such as an understanding of a site’s
geology). Besides these two features, we explored the benefits of automatic differentiation for
automatic gradient calculation aiming for fast optimization. In the work of Xu et al. (2021),
the application of automatic differentiation through the neural network during inverse analysis
shows its huge potential for parametric calibration of geological problems. Automatic differenta-
tion negates the speed benefits of dimensionality reduction, but provides an even greater accel-
eration in its place. We call our approach RegAE since it doesRegularization with a variational
AutoEncoder for an easy, fast, and accurate inverse problem.

Different neural network (NN) architectures provide different results when used within Re-
gAE’s VAE. For example, a deep neural network containing several hidden layers is designed
for better feature capture than a shallow network. In addition, the convolutional layer extracts
information from fewer parameters through a data filter, forcing the input values to share and
the network to learn the relation to the output. In contrast,the dense layer denotes all the in-
puts through the function (Wu et al., 2021). A convolutionallayer is representative for analyz-
ing spatial features from image inputs with high resolution. While considering the specialty of
the convolutional layer of reaching a balance between computational efficiency and neglecting
“redundant” data (O’Shea and Nash, 2015), it is essential toevaluate the performance of the
convolutional layer for various training data. In our study, we compare two different neural net-
work architectures in the inverse analysis: shallow, denseversus deep, convolutional, to test their
performance stability and accuracy in the context of hydrologic inverse analysis with a VAE. In
addition, we include a geostatistical method compared withthe two different neural network
architectures to better understand the landscape of methods for hydrogeologic inverse modeling.

In the following content, we describe the detailed method ofthe RegAE model, the results
of RegAE solving a hydrogeologic inverse problem, and the benefits and improvement of this
approach in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Finally, we present our conclusion about the
application of the RegAE model in Section 5.
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2. METHODS

The RegAE modeling process starts with generating the inputdata, which are random realiza-
tions of the hydraulic conductivity field. These realizations should incorporate prior knowledge
of the hydraulic conductivity field. The second step is VAE training, and the low-dimensional
latent variables characterize the distribution of high-dimensional input features after training.
The final step is performing the inverse analysis combining the VAE and a physical model for
gradient-based optimization. The detailed RegAE workflow is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this study,
p andp̂ are used to represent a physical parameter field in vector form; z shows the latent vari-
ables from the VAE;h and ĥ represent a vector of observations for inverse analysis;e(·) and
d(·) denote the encoder and decoder, respectively;f(·) is the forward model. In addition,np,
nz , andnh are the number of components ofp, z, andh, respectively. One of the features of
this approach here is that the number of latent variables is much less than the number of physical
parameters; i.e.,nz ≪ np. We employ the simulation of single-phase flow in heterogeneous
porous media as the forward model for inverse analysis. In this study,p is the hydraulic conduc-
tivity of the porous medium, and the observations,h, are of the fluid pressure at various locations
throughout the domain.

2.1 Data Generation

A sequence of realizationspi for i = 1, 2, . . . , N is generated as input data during the data
generation. These realizations used for VAE training should be independent of the observational
data,ĥ, used for calibration by the inverse analysis, but should include prior knowledge of the

FIG. 1: The RegAE inverse method leverages a VAE for dimensionalityreduction and an automated ap-
proach to regularization. Calibration is performed on the low-dimensional latent variables (z) rather than
the high-dimensional medium properties, making gradient computations efficient. The simple distribution
of the latent variables makes regularization simple.
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site. A sufficient number of realizations about hydraulic conductivity distribution must be gen-
erated to train the VAE effectively.

This work utilizes a statistical model ofp that results in the hydraulic conductivity field as in-
put data. For the examples in this manuscript, we study a 100 m× 100 m subsurface aquifer with
a unit thickness, where the resolution of pixels for VAE training has been set up for 100× 100.
The pixels are used as the input of the neurons for the VAE training. To test the effects of the
heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity distribution on training results and estimate the applica-
bility of different neural network architectures, two different levels of heterogeneity complexity
are generated for the parameter field. First, a multivariateGaussian model has been utilized to
create a heterogeneousp distribution covering the entire study area, which we call aGaussian
field. Increasing the complexity of the heterogeneity, which makes the inverse problem more
challenging, the second type of hydraulic conductivity field has two hydrogeologic facies with
distinct properties to represent a higher level of heterogeneity or more realistic characterization.
In generating the second type of parameter field, three random fields are generated for each real-
ization, all of which have a multivariate Gaussian structure. Two of the fields represent each of
the facies and the third field is used to indicate which of the facies is present at a given location.
This gives these fields a bimodal hydraulic conductivity distribution.

To generate the multivariate Gaussian fields, we use the GaussianRandomFields.jl package
for the Julia programming language (Robbe, 2020). The parameters used for the three statistical
models are given in Table 1. Each of these models is characterized by a specific mean, variance,
and correlation length. Conductivity 1 is implemented in Gaussian field generation, creating one
hydrogeological face with continuous heterogeneity, shown in Fig. 2(a). Except for the mean
value, the two models (Conductivity 1 and Conductivity 2) have the same variance and corre-
lation length. As a result, these two models have the same characteristic appearance, but one
has a higher value and the other a lower value. For the bimodalfields, these two models are
applied to generate the situation of two hydrogeological facies and create a comparable higher
hydraulic conductivity subsection in the research domain.Meanwhile, inside each subsection
of the bimodal type, the statistical models also yield heterogeneous distribution, respectively.
As a result, the bimodal type adds complexity to the hydraulic conductivity distribution shown
in Fig. 2(d), which supports the study about the effects of dataset complexity on inverse prob-
lems. The third model (“Split”) determines which of the two hydrogeologic facies is present at
a given location. The split model has the same mean and variance value as model 2 but four
times larger correlation length to characterize a more smoothly varying hydraulic conductivity
distribution.

For more specific discussion about the bimodal field generation,p, all the three statistical
models are combined. First, a random number,q, is drawn uniformly between 1/4 and 3/4.
At each point in space, the comparison betweenq and the “Split” field determines the value
of the hydraulic conductivity field. Specifically, if the value of the “Split” field is below theqth
quantile, then hydraulic conductivity draws from the “Conductivity 1” model, and “Conductivity

TABLE 1: The statistical parameters used to generate the hydraulic conductivity data

Model name Mean (m/s) Variance (m2/s2) Correlation length (m)

Conductivity 1 10−5 1.0 50.0
Conductivity 2 10−8 1.0 50.0

Split 10−8 1.0 200.0
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FIG. 2: VAE training results fornz = 200 of Gaussian and bimodal fields. From left to right, the subfigures
(a), (d) demonstrate the reference fields; (b), (e) show VAE prediction results; and (e), (f) demonstrate the
loss function with epochs for train and test sets. The relative RMSE errors above predicted figures represent
the difference between related reference and prediction figures.

2” otherwise. As a result, a fractionq of the domain comes from the “Conductivity 1” field, and
a fraction 1− q comes from the “Conductivity 2” field, which generates a bimodal distribution.

The optimal results of the inverse analysis are shown for thetwo hydraulic conductivity
distribution types, Gaussian and bimodal. Afterward, different sizes of datasets are explored with
N = 104, N = 105, andN = 106 realizations. We found some improvement increasing from
N = 104 to N = 105, but rising toN = 106 did not provide further significant improvements.
The number of realizations needed to train the VAE will vary depending on the complexity of
both the distribution ofp and the VAE. Typically, the more complex either is, the larger N will
need to be. We picked the datasetN = 105 for the following training and results representation,
balancing the complexity of value distribution and computational efficiency. Eighty percent of
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the dataset has been applied for VAE training, and the other 20% is utilized as the test set. The
VAE training results are presented for both train and test sets.

2.2 Variational Autoencoder

VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2013) are generative machine learning models with neural net-
work architecture, characterized as unsupervised learning. There is the widespread application
of VAEs at image data, such as handwriting and facial characterization (Doersch, 2016), and,
in addition, it worked as well in the hydrogeological properties distribution in this study. There
are two parts of VAEs: an encoder networke(·) and a decoder networkd(·). The encoder maps
a high-dimensional space (such as pixels in an image) onto a smaller space, and this feature is
described as dimension reduction. In particular, the smaller space contains a certain number of
latent variablesz, and we usually call it the latent space. The decoder networkworks in the re-
verse way as the encoder, which maps the latent variables back to their original higher-dimension
space. The encoder and decoder networks are trained in tandem such thatd(e(·)) ≈ id(·).

VAE is one type among all the autoencoders, with a unique feature that the encoder outputs
a probability distribution of the latent variables rather than concrete values. The VAE produces a
collection of meansµ(X) and standard deviationsσ(X) for a given inputX . The main benefit of
this approach is that it creates a locally continuous latentspace, which describes all the possible
variances of the input values to the decoder. Compared to a traditional autoencoder (AE), VAE
yields better training results resulting from fewer input gaps. Another beneficial feature of VAE
is creating a globally continuous latent space approximately following a normal distribution with
mean 0 and covariance matrix being the identity. As a result,one term, called Kullback–Leibler
(KL) divergence (Kullback, 1997), has to be considered regarding the difference between the
distribution of the latent variables during training and anN(0, I) distribution. For better char-
acterization of the input values, the KL divergence tends tobe minimized during VAE training.
More specifically, when calculating the loss function, we include a term for the error in the re-
construction after the encoding and decoding process and a term for the KL divergence. This
globally continuous nature of the latent space in a VAE is critical for the inverse analysis for an
easy global minimum finding through the entire latent space of the optimization algorithm.

In the context of inverse analysis and regularization, VAEsthus address two significant is-
sues. First, there are far fewer latent variables than inputvariables, significantly reducing com-
putational overhead for calculating gradients. This nonlinear dimensionality reduction provides
the potential for model accuracy improvement resulting from less misleading data noise. Sec-
ond, the space of latent variables follows a normal distribution, thus dramatically simplifying the
regularization process. The normal distribution of latentvariables ensures hydraulic conductivity
distribution is captured efficiently through VAE training.

We employ the VAE relatively simply and implemented in the Flux (Innes, 2018) machine
learning framework. We explored VAEs withnz = 25,nz = 50,nz = 100, andnz = 200. In
each case, the number of hidden neurons was 125, 250, 500, and1000, respectively. We found
that the effects ofnz to VAE results are dependable, while the difference is minimal. The specific
observation is presented in Section 3.

2.3 Inverse Analysis

Our inverse analysis then combines the VAE and a forward model with an objective function.
As shown in Fig. 1, step 3, the decoder’s output (simulated hydraulic conductivity) goes through
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a forward model for hydraulic head calculation. Then the results are calibrated iteratively using
the observational data. We applied this inverse analysis toestimate the hydraulic conductivity
of three synthetic aquifers for method evaluation for both the two Gaussian and bimodal types.
These six referenced “true” hydraulic conductivity fields [depicted in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) and 4(a)–
4(c)] were generated similarly to the training data for Gaussian and bimodal types, respectively.
Of course, these reference conductivity fields were not partof the training set used to train the
VAE. However, they are generated using the same conceptual models of aquifer heterogeneity.
The observations used to inform the inverse analysis consist of the hydraulic head and hydraulic
conductivity on a 5× 5 regular grid within the domain. The black dots in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) rep-
resent the positions of the observation points. The forwardmodel includes a steady-state flow
simulation that produces predictions of the hydraulic headgiven a hydraulic conductivity in-
put. The hydraulic head observations were obtained using the model with the reference field as
the input hydraulic conductivity. At the same time, there should be observations from drilling
wells or boreholes when solving realistic problems. The hydraulic conductivity observations
were obtained directly from the reference field. The forwardmodel predictions for the hydraulic
conductivity are obtained directly from the decoder.

The optimization problem of inverse analysis is formulatedin terms of the latent variables,z:

f(z) = [h(d(z)) − ĥ]TΣ−1
h [h(d(z)) − ĥ] + [z− z̄]TΣ−1

z [z− z̄], (1)

ẑ = argmin
z

f(z), (2)

whereΣh is the covariance matrix of the observations,Σz is the covariance matrix for the la-
tent variables,̄z is the mean of the latent variables, and we callf(z) the objective function. In
many inverse analyses, it is assumed thatΣh is diagonal—effectively asserting that observational
noises are uncorrelated. We make this assumption and denotetheith diagonal element ofΣh as
σ

2
h,i. The VAE seeks to makēz = 0 andΣz = I , but we estimate these from the test data to

account for imperfections in the training process. After anestimate of the latent variables,ẑ, is
obtained, the parameter field can then be estimated with the decoder,

p̂ = d(ẑ). (3)

We utilize automatic differentiation to compute∇f(z). The automatic differentiation enables
us to compute the gradient efficienctly and is equivalent to using an adjoint method to compute
the gradient. The DPFEHM subsurface flow and transport code (O’Malley et al., 2020), which
is compatible with the Zygote.jl automatic differentiation library (Innes et al., 2019), simulates
the groundwater flow. The application of automatic differentiation makes the computation of
the gradients efficient—gradients can be computed at about the cost of a single forward model
run. When automatic differentiation is used, the dimensionality reduction of VAE does not re-
sult in any acceleration, and the automatic differentiation accelerates the gradient calculations
more than the dimensionality reduction. Therefore, automatic differentiation or adjoint meth-
ods should be used when available, but they are not required.Using the objective function from
Eq. (1) makes the regularization process easier for highly parameterized models (i.e.,np is very
large) becausenz is small. Since the latent variables approximately follow an N(z̄,Σz) distri-
bution, the natural regularization is given by the rightmost term in Eq. (1). The difficulties that
are typically encountered in the formulation and computation of the regularization component
of the objective function were essentially transferred to the data generation and VAE training
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FIG. 3: Three Gaussian reference conductivity fields are shown in subfigures (a)–(c). The black dots in
the first row represent the 5× 5 regular grids for observation points. The corresponding inverse results
of shallow, dense RegAE and deep, convolutional RegAE fornz = 25 andnz = 200 with seed = 1 are
in subfigures (d)–(o). The hydraulic conductivity shows on the ln scale. The relative errors above inverse
figures represent the difference between related referenceand simulation figures.
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components of our approach. Our results show that even a simple VAE (such as the ones using a
shallow, dense network) can be used effectively to construct an appropriate regularization term.

To optimize the objective function, we apply an existing method for gradient-based opti-
mization, which is the limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (Liu and Nocedal,
1989) (L-BFGS) method with a Hager–Zhang line search (Hagerand Zhang, 2005). We use the
Optim.jl (Mogensen and Riseth, 2018) software package for this. In all cases, to start the inverse
analysis, the initial guess ofz0 is set to be 0.

Only the decoder step of VAE is included in the inverse analysis, and it also involves the ML
technique. We test two different neural network architectures in the VAE during inverse analysis:
the first is a shallow, dense network, and the other is a deep, convolutional network. There is
only one connection layer for the shallow, dense network, while for the deep, convolutional
network, we implement three convolutional layers. We name them shallow; dense RegAE, and
deep, convolutional RegAE, respectively. Beyond the discussion of different architectures in the
inverse analysis, we compared other inverse analyses as well. Traditional geostatistical inverse
problems require efficient computational methods to calculate regularization components in the
objective function for large-scale problems. Further, thecreativity in formulating the conceptual
model in the geostatistical approach is usually limited to formulating a variogram. As a result,
ML inverse models (Kadeethum et al., 2021) often outperformtraditional inverse approaches at
results accuracy. Our work brings the advantages of these MLinverse approaches into a more
traditional physical calibration involved inverse analysis framework. When comparing our model
to the pure ML inverse analysis frameworks, it does not require a forward model run to train the
ML model, only realizations of the model parameters.

3. RESULTS

This study provides an inverse analysis model for hydraulicconductivity characterization with
regularization and variational autoencoder. Meanwhile, two types of neural network architec-
tures built in the inverse step have been evaluated based on the modeling results for Gaussian
and bimodal hydraulic conductivity fields. In addition, a traditional geostatistical inverse analysis
method, PCGA, has been compared with our RegAE model as a reference to illustrate the ben-
efits and advantages of using a VAE. Figure 2 presents the results of VAE training for Gaussian
and bimodal fields. Figures 3 and 4 are the results of two neural network architectures (shallow,
dense and deep, convolutional) of the inverse analysis stepfor Gaussian and bimodal fields. The
convergence results of the four models mentioned above are shown in Fig. 5. We conducted 300
inverse analyses for each field type (Gaussian or bimodal) and each VAE architecture (shallow,
dense or deep, convolution) to test the performance of the two network structures for Gaussian
and bimodal fields, and the statistical results of cumulative distribution function (CDF) for rel-
ative error are shown in Figs. 6–8. For PCGA, the modeling results of Gaussian and bimodal
fields are demonstrated in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.

3.1 VAE Results

VAE training (step 2 in Fig. 1) provides an application of low-dimensional latent space that rep-
resents the features of a high-dimensional parameter field.Even though we test two VAEs with
different neural network architectures, the VAE training is identical for different runs, except the
seed value for the random number generator (the training of aVAE involves generating random
numbers). Three seed values have been applied to test the stability of the VAE training (of the
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FIG. 4: Three bimodal reference conductivity fields are shown in subfigures (a)–(c). The black dots in
the first row represent the 5× 5 regular grids for observation points. The corresponding inverse results
of shallow, dense RegAE and deep, convolutional RegAE fornz = 25 andnz = 200 with seed = 1 are
in subfigures (d)–(o). The hydraulic conductivity shows on the ln scale. The relative errors above inverse
figures represent the difference between related referenceand simulation figures.
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FIG. 5: The convergence of the inverse analysis is shown for different values ofnz for shallow, dense
RegAE and deep, convolutional RegAE of Gaussian and bimodalfields
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FIG. 6: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of relative error for inverse analyses of all 300 reference
fields with seed = 1, 2, and 3. The results are for two deep, convolutional and shallow, dense machine
learning structures during the inverse analysis. The comparisons of the two structures are presented for
fournz options separately. The results are presented for Gaussianand bimodal fields.
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FIG. 7: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of relative error for inverse analyses of all 300 reference
fields with seed = 1, 2, and 3. The results are for two deep, convolutional and shallow, dense machine
learning structures during the inverse analysis. The comparisons are presented for fournz options. The
results are presented for Gaussian and bimodal fields.

FIG. 8: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of relative error for inverse analyses of all 300 reference
fields with seed = 1, 2, and 3. The results are for two deep, convolutional and shallow, dense machine
learning structures during the inverse analysis. The comparisons are presented for two structures with four
nz options. The results are presented for Gaussian and bimodalfields.
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FIG. 9: Three Gaussian reference conductivity fields are shown in subfigures (a)–(c). The corresponding
inverse results of PCGA fornz = 25 andnz = 200 are in subfigures (d)–(i). The hydraulic conductivity is
shown on the ln scale.

300 inverse analyses, 100 are performed with each seed). TheVAE training lasts for 100 epochs,
and we use the VAE that performs the best on the test set to avoid overfitting. In Fig. 2, the left
column subfigures (a), (d) are the input hydraulic conductivity fields. The middle column sub-
figures (d), (e) are the predicted outputs of VAE training forGaussian and bimodal fields. The
loss function of the train and test sets are shown in the subfigures (c), (f) in the right column.
The relative error above the predicted figures used to measure the difference between input and
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FIG. 10: Three bimodal reference conductivity fields are shown in subfigures (a)–(c). The corresponding
inverse results of PCGA fornz = 25 andnz = 200 are in subfigures (d)–(i). The hydraulic conductivity is
shown on the ln scale.

output data is the root relative squared error, defined as
√

Σ(pt − pv)
2

Σ(pv)2
, (4)

wherept is the “true” field, andpv is the predicted field.
As shown in Fig. 2, the similarity between the predicted fields and the reference fields and

the minor relative errors leads us to believe that the VAE training successfully captures the
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distribution of hydraulic conductivity for both Gaussian and bimodal fields. Regarding the two
fields, the VAE training of Gaussian fields has minor relativeerrors than bimodal fields, which
can be identified as the easier parameter distribution (Gaussian) leading to better training results.
In addition, the comparable small decrease at loss functionimplies the hardness of VAE training
for bimodal fields compared to Gaussian fields even though theloss function was identified as a
continuous decline through 100 epochs.

3.2 RegAE Results

The inverse analysis results of the RegAE model are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for Gaussian and
bimodal fields, respectively. We also present the results ofthe two neural network architectures:
shallow, dense and deep, convolutional. The first rows of Figs. 3 and 4 are the three “true”
reference hydraulic conductivity fields for Gaussian and bimodal fields. The black dots illustrate
the 25 observational points for physical calibration. To test the stability of the VAE training, we
launched different runs with three values of seed. In Figs. 3and 4, the results come from runs
with seed = 1, 2, and 3, and we only present the runs whennz = 25 and 200 (the smallest
and largest values ofnz). The results for all seed options andnz values are demonstrated in
supplementary figures from S1 to S12. On top of each simulatedresult is the relative error,
which measures how close the inverse result is to the reference field and is defined as

||pr − d(ẑ)||2

||pr − p̄r||2
, (5)

wherepr is the reference field, and̄pr is the mean of the reference field.
The inverse analysis results of the shallow, dense RegAE model for Gaussian and bimodal

fields are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The broad similarity between the reference fields
and simulated results for Gaussian fields implies that the shallow, dense RegAE captures the
salient aspects with a maximal relative error of 0.27 in these cases. Even if the relative error is
comparably higher than those from Gaussian fields, the phenomena lie in the higher complexity
of bimodal fields. The averaged error is 0.25, which is less than the maximum error of Gaus-
sian fields and good performance among inverse problems. Similarly, the shallow, dense RegAE
model characterizes the features of bimodal fields as well. Generally, havingnz larger than 25
shows improved results with lower relative error, concluding the negative effect of makingnz too
small. However, increasing beyondnz = 50 does not significantly improve the results. Among
different runs in supplementary figures (S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, S10), shallow, dense RegAE pro-
vides consistent modeling behavior and proves its stability at good results quality. In conclusion,
shallow, dense RegAE turns out to be a good application for different types of heterogeneous
hydraulic conductivity fields based on having consistentlygood results for both the Gaussian
and bimodal fields.

Compared to shallow, dense RegAE, deep, convolutional RegAE tells a surprisingly differ-
ent story based on the large variability of final results. Specifically, even if deep, convolutional
RegAE achieves good performance fornz = 25 with an averaged error of 0.09, one result
of nz = 200 indicates a failure with the highest relative error reaching over 200% for Gaussian
fields. This illustrates that increasingnz can result in information loss, which leads to the needed
nz selection. Meanwhile, deep, convolutional RegAE also shows its insatiability considering var-
ious modeling results with a wide relative error range from 0.08 to 0.59 for bimodal fields. The
similar behavior of different results for deep, convolutional RegAE is shown in the supplemen-
tary figures (S3, S4, S7, S8, S11, S12). A previous work of Lopez-Alvis et al. (2021), which
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conducted a gradient-based inverse problem with VAE, observed similar results as ours where
a complex VAE model may not offer good inverse modeling performance. The reason can be
understood as the possible conflict between the accuracy of results and the feasibility of inverse
models. At the same time, when applying an inverse model, thetradeoff between generative ac-
curacy and a well-behaved generator should be considered. Deep, convolutional RegAE has the
capability for the high quality of inverse analysis that hassome desirable features (e.g., sharper
edges between the two facies in the bimodal images). However, the performance is unstable and
it is hard to understand when it will perform poorly, making it potentially untrustworthy.

Figure 5 depicts the convergence results withnz = 25,nz = 50,nz = 100, andnz = 200
of shallow, dense RegAE and deep, convolutional RegAE for Gaussian and bimodal fields. This
figure shows that convergence of Gaussian fields is generallyobtained after 20 iterations, except
for the low-quality results (discussed above). In contrast, note the convergence of bimodal fields
obtained after 50 iterations. The convergence plots also illustrate the trend of improvement in the
objective function with increasingnz values. Sometimes, fornz = 200, the objective function
value increases again. While the objective functions are not strictly comparable, this indicates
that there is little or no benefit in improving the latent space beyond a certain point, as is found
in other dimensionality reduction approaches (Kitanidis and Lee, 2014; Lee and Kitanidis, 2014;
Lin et al., 2017).

Quantitatively, the inverse results of the RegAE model for bimodal fields capture its large-
scale trend as it illustrates where the “Conductivity 1” (red) and “Conductivity 2” (blue) parts
are present. It also captures some of the variability withineach of these two fields at the medium
scale. As a result, the RegAE model shows its ability to characterize the complex spatial hetero-
geneity of hydraulic conductivity distribution. The edgesof the inverse results of shallow, dense
RegAE are blurred compared to the sharp edges of deep, convolutional RegAE. However, even
with the advantages of deep, convolutional RegAE at edge capture, the behavior of the incon-
sistent results cannot be ignored when evaluating its performance compared to shallow, dense
RegAE.

3.3 Statistical RegAE Results

Aiming to test the variance of results performance, we conduct the inverse analyses on 100
reference fields of the two neural network structures for Gaussian and bimodal fields. In addition,
we generate the runs for three seeds that result in differentrandom numbers being used in the
VAE training process. Afterward, the 300 results of each model are collected to illustrate the
statistical evaluation and characterized as CDF about the relative error in Figs. 6–8. On the CDF
line, these figures show the cumulative probability for the relative error [Eq. (5)] as smaller than
the corresponding number on the X axis of the 300 results for each model. Figure 6 presents
the aggregate results of each model for the four differentnz options. For Gaussian fields, except
for nz = 25, shallow, dense RegAE depicts the hydraulic conductivity distribution better than
deep, convolutional RegAE, especially fornz = 100 and 200, which shows consistency with the
results in Fig. 3. However, for bimodal fields, the two shallow, dense and deep, convolutional
RegAE illustrate a slight difference between them. The deep, convolutional RegAE performs
better for the smaller relative error part (blue line above the yellow line for small relative error),
while the shallow, dense RegAE wins for the larger relative error part (yellow line above the blue
line for large relative error).

To compare the different models, the results of differentnz options are shown in Fig. 7.
For Gaussian fields, the deep, convolutional RegAE providesa large variability compared to the
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shallow, dense RegAE where only the casenz = 25 shows the lack of good results with the
relative error from 0.2 to 0.5. In contrast, the variances for both deep, convolutional and shallow,
dense are limited for bimodal fields. Among all the models forGaussian fields in Fig. 8(a),
deep, convolutional RegAE has the best performance. At the same time, withnz = 100 and
200, it also presented the worst results and related the situation in Fig. 3 for relative error over
200%. Oppositely, the bimodal fields do not show a significantvariance in Fig. 8(b). Deep,
convolutional RegAE withnz = 50 and shallow, dense RegAE withnz = 100 are comparable
good results. In conclusion, smallnz of deep, convolutional RegAE can give good results, while
the results are not trustworthy if an appropriate value ofnz is not known. However, shallow,
dense RegAE does not provide the best results, but its performance is stable with only a modest
dependence onnz . At the same time, the performance of shallow, dense RegAE isreliable,
while the performance of deep, convolutional RegAE requires hyperparameter optimization to
choosenz .

The field’s complexity should be considered during the hyperparameter optimization for op-
timal nz. The relationship that optimalnz may depend on the complexity of the field was dis-
closed in the studies by Tartakovsky et al. (2021) and He et al. (2020). Deciding the best choice
of nz is not always intuitive (not necessarily the larger, the better). It, to some extent, depends
on the field’s complexity, where sometimes smallernz performs better than largernz. As shown
in Fig. 8(a), the modeling results of Gaussian fields reach the best performance asnz is a small
number (25), while for largenz values (100 and 200), the results are not acceptable. In contrast,
largenz values (50 and 100) are the best options for bimodal fields. Considering bimodal fields
have a higher level of complexity, it leads us to pick largenz values when modeling complicated
geological fields and vice versa.

3.4 Traditional Geostatistical Results

PCGA is a recently developed traditional geostatistical inverse problem for hydrogeology with
improved computational cost saving by applying the principle components of covariance. Be-
sides the RegAE model, we also evaluated the inverse analysis performance of PCGA for both
Gaussian and bimodal fields, and the results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Similarly,
only the smallest and largestnz values are represented, while the completed results are shown in
supplementary figures (S13, S14). PCGA shows its strength inthe characterization of the Gaus-
sian field based on low relative error. However, PCGA struggles with the characterization of the
bimodal field, where the relative error is comparably higherno matter the selection ofnz values.
In the work of Tartakovsky et al. (2021), they tested the traditional geostatistical method on a
simple bimodal field (Fig. 5), and the good results approve its application. However, the bimodal
fields in this study are more complex than theirs because, in their problem, the permeability is
constant within each zone. Hence, the traditional geostatistical inverse problems, such as PCGA,
prove their capability at Gaussian fields or the relatively simple bimodal fields, which is ideal for
the regularization based on the covariance matrix (since the mean and covariance fully charac-
terize the distribution). However, at the same time, the results are more concerning when dealing
with the more complex and heterogeneous situations (complicated bimodal fields). One of the
advantages that PCGA has compared to the VAE is the ability toquantify the information lost.
However, this is more challenging for the VAE because of the added complexity of the neural
network. As a result, the VAE aiming to reach good results needs more careful parameter tuning
than PCGA.
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4. DISCUSSION

The RegAE approach provides a means to perform inverse analysis effectively. Our goal here
is to demonstrate its application for different study fieldsand achieve good modeling results by
studying the performance of two different neural network architectures—a deep, convolutional
network compared with a shallow, dense network. We now focusour discussion on results and
benefits which offer the potential for future application. Three inverse problems are compared in
terms of accuracy and stability for two different parameterfields. Generally, the results indicate
that it is easier to conduct inverse analysis on the Gaussianfield than the bimodal field, which
has more complex heterogeneity. Specifically, PCGA shows consistent modeling results with
good quality in Gaussian fields. In contrast, the PCGA struggles with the bimodal fields because
the statistics of these fields cannot be accurately characterized through a two-point covariance
model. In addition, we test two different neural network architectures in the inverse analysis step
of the RegAE model. For the shallow, dense RegAE, the inverseresults accurately recreate the
“true” conductivity fields with relatively low relative error. At the same time, it shows consistent
results among a large ensemble of inverse problems. As a result, shallow, dense RegAE illustrates
an insight for characterizing heterogeneous parameter space with accurate and stable results.
However, for another architecture, the deep, convolutional RegAE yields various performances
with good results whennz is chosen appropriately. In some scenarios, the relative error of inverse
analysis exceeds 100% demonstrating the potential for bad outcomes ifnz is not well-chosen.
Therefore, applying the deep, convolutional RegAE needs careful selection of the number of
latent variables or hyperparameter tuning.

Our analysis was performed on a machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9960X CPU @
3.10 GHz with 32 threads and an NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The datagenerated in the case
of N = 105 realizations (used for the VAE training) required∼ 10 min of wall time using 32
threads. We used a GPU to train the VAE, and this process took 25 min for each of the cases using
100 training epochs. The time to perform the inverse analysis varied somewhat depending on the
reference field. Averaging the time required to perform the inverse analysis on each of the three
reference fields shown in Figs. 3 and 4, it needed 3–12 min for cases with differentnz selections.
Note that with more complex physical models (e.g., transient flow, multiphase flow, reactive
transport, etc.), the cost of performing the inverse analysis will increase significantly because
the cost of running the forward model will dramatically increase. However, the computational
cost of the data generation and training of the VAE will remain about the same. Therefore, the use
of the VAE adds a modest computational cost to the inverse analysis—the cost of the physical
model runs (and computing derivatives of the physical model) dominates, and the cost of the
VAE becomes negligible.

RegAE provides an application of inverse problems with regularization and VAE for fast and
easy inverse modeling. Among all the features of RegAE, the VAE reduces the dimensionality
and does not require any forward model simulations during data generation, and the applica-
tion of regularization supports easy optimization; these features all illustrate their vast potential
at the computational cost saving. Afterward, the computational cost of the inverse analysis is
dominated by gradient calculation, which will dominate thecomputational cost of the inverse
analysis when using expensive physical models. We note thatwhile the dimensionality reduc-
tion here makes it possible to perform inverse analysis on highly parameterized fields with low
computational cost, our model also tests the possibility ofutilizing automatic differentiation to
compute the gradients efficiently. However, the performance benefits of dimensionality reduc-
tion go away when applying automatic differentiation, which provides even more significant
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performance benefits. It is worth noting that automatic differentiation only shows its advantage
at computational acceleration, and its improvement of the quality of the inverse results is mini-
mal in these problems.

RegAE provides a framework for efficiently characterizing heterogeneous hydraulic con-
ductivity fields and demonstrates accurate and trustworthyprediction results when a shallow,
dense NN is used within the VAE. In addition, we found that a shallow and dense network
outperforms a deep and convolutional network considering its easy application without hyper-
parameter tuning and consistently good results. This is surprising since deep, convolutional NNs
would generally be expected to give better performance thanshallow, dense NNs. Our study
illustrates that a deep and complex network may not be applicable for accurate and consistent
inverse modeling results. In addition, the dense neural network provides another advantage at
dealing with unstructured grids, where the convolutional one shows difficulty resulting in its
grids-based information extraction process. However, while the dense neural network has these
specialties, there are also potential downsides. Notably,He et al. (2020) show that the size of
a fully connected feed-forward deep neural network exponentially increases with the decreas-
ing correlation length, so this could act as a limit on how small the correlation length can be
or how smooth the property distribution is in fields. The application of this modeling approach
also provides new avenues of support for groundwater sourcemanagement and underground
contamination treatment in complex heterogeneous reservoirs. Furthermore, the workflow de-
veloped here for inverse problems is broadly applicable to numerous geological conditions, e.g.,
fracture-dominated networks, reservoirs with extremely low permeability intrusive body, and
karst systems.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented the application of an approach called RegAE for performing inverse anal-
ysis, which provides an efficient method of regularizing inverse problems where the parameter
fields are high-dimensional and have different heterogeneous structures. RegAE is designed for
inverse problems and leverages a VAE to learn how to regularize these inverse problems based
on the unconditioned realizations of the high-dimensionalparameter fields. This study aims to
determine the application of the RegAE method by testing different neural network structures
and hyperparameter tuning to achieve good modeling results. We demonstrated the approach for
a hydrogeologic inverse problem with two types of heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity, and
we call them Gaussian (simple heterogeneity) and bimodal (more complex heterogeneity) fields.
More importantly, two neural network structures (shallow,dense and deep, convolutional) were
evaluated for their performance during inverse analysis. The shallow, dense RegAE provides
accurate and consistent performance, while deep, convolutional RegAE only shows promising
results when the number of latent variables is tuned correctly. This tendency for the shallow,
dense neural network to outperform the deep, convolutionalnetwork is surprising since more
complex neural networks generally outperform simpler neural networks. Additional compari-
son with a traditional geostatistical method illustrates that the VAE-based approach performs
similarly for the Gaussian fields and provides better performance for the bimodal fields. This
is not terribly surprising since the VAE can represent more complex statistical structures than
the covariance matrix that is the heart of the geostatistical approach. Our VAE-based approach
is computationally efficient and obtains an excellent solution to the inverse problem by easing
the regularization process, reducing the dimensionality of the parameter space, and applying
automatic differentiation.
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